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WEEK 8: Sunday, 18 February - Saturday, 24 February 2024 - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2024-02-18 0500 Science Fiction The Final Countdown

A Pacific aircraft carrier enters a time warp and is transported from 1980 to 1941 - just before the attack on 

Pearl Harbor. The captain is forced to decide whether to strike at the approaching Japanese fleet and 

change the entire course of the World War II, or to keep history intact. Stars Kirk Douglas, Martin Sheen and 

Katherine Ross.

USA English-100 1980 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-02-18 0655 Comedy An Ideal Husband

Sir Robert Chiltern (Jeremy Northam) is a highly respected politician, well-off and with a loving family. But 

all this is threatened when an old acquaintance appears in London with damning evidence of a past 

misdeed. Only Sir Robert's dissolute best friend, Lord Goring (Rupert Everett), is scheming enough to come 

to his aid. Based on the 1895 play by Oscar Wilde. Also stars Julianne Moore and Cate Blanchett.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1999 RPT PG Y

2024-02-18 0845 Drama On The Waterfront

Marlon Brando stars as Terry Malloy, an ex-prize fighter turned New Jersey longshoreman, who struggles to 

stand up to his corrupt union bosses, including his older brother, Charley. After luring a fellow dockworker 

and friend to his death to keep him from testifying against labour boss Johnny Friendly, the appeals of the 

dead man's sister and a crusading priest awaken Terry's guilty conscience. Directed by Elia Kazan and also 

stars Karl Malden and Eva Marie Saint.

USA English-100 1954 RPT PG a v Y

2024-02-18 1045 Drama Hope Gap

Grace (Annette Bening) and Edward (Bill Nighy), married for 29 years, live in a small seaside town near a 

cove under the cliffs called Hope Gap. When their son Jamie (Josh O'Connor) comes to visit for the 

weekend, Edward informs him that he plans to leave Grace, that same day. The film tracks the unravelling of 

three lives, through stages of shock, disbelief and anger, to a resolution of sorts.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 RPT M l Y

2024-02-18 1240 Biography Bleed For This

Champion boxer Vinny Pazienza is told he may never walk again after a car accident leaves him with a 

broken neck. Against all odds and doctor's orders, renowned trainer Kevin Rooney agrees to help Vinny 

return to the ring. Directed by Ben Younger and stars Miles Teller, Aaron Eckhart and Katey Sagal.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n v Y Y

2024-02-18 1450
Action 

Adventure
Satellite Boy

Ten-year-old Pete lives with his grandfather in an old abandoned outdoor cinema in the desert. When the 

old drive-in is threatened with demolition by developers, Pete and a friend set off on an epic journey in the 

hopes of saving his home. Directed by Catriona McKenzie and stars David Dalaithngu, Cameron Wallaby and 

Joseph Pedley.

AUSTRALIA English-100 0 RPT PG a l Y

2024-02-18 1630 Drama Ramen Shop

Masato, a young Ramen chef, leaves his hometown in Japan to embark on a culinary journey to Singapore to 

find out the truth about his past. He uncovers a lot more than family secrets and delicious recipes. Directed 

by Eric Khoo, and stars Takumi Sato and Jeanette Aw.

SINGAPORE

Mandarin-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2018 RPT PG a Y

2024-02-18 1810 Drama The World's Fastest Indian

The story of New Zealander Burt Munro, who spent years rebuilding a 1920 Indian motorcycle, which helped 

him set the land speed world record at Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats in 1967. Directed by Roger Donaldson 

and stars Anthony Hopkins, Diane Ladd and Bruce Greenwood.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y Y



2024-02-18 2030 Comedy Riders Of Justice

Markus, a recently-deployed military man, has to go home to his teenage daughter, Mathilde, when his wife 

dies in a train crash. All appears to be a tragic accident until a stranger, who was also a fellow passenger on 

the train, turns up and tries to convince Markus that the accident was actually a murder. Directed by Anders 

Thomas Jensen and stars Mads Mikkelsen, Nikolaj Lie Kaas and Andrea Heick Gadeberg.

DENMARK
Danish-50; English-

50
2020 RPT MA l v Y

2024-02-18 2240 Drama Caesar Must Die CENTREPIECE
Inmates in a high-security prison prepare for a public performance of shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar'. Directed 

by Paolo and Vittorio Taviani, starring Salvatore Striano, Cosimo Rega, Giovanni Arcuri.
ITALY Italian-100 2012 M a l Y

2024-02-18 2405
Action 

Adventure
The Physician

In Persia in the 11th Century, a surgeon's apprentice disguises himself as a Jew to study at a school that 

does not admit Christians. Directed by Philipp Stolzl and stars Tom Payne, Stellan Skarsgard and Ben 

Kingsley.

GERMANY English-100 2013 RPT M a n s v Y

2024-02-18 2650 Thriller The Tip Of The Iceberg

A multinational company in Spain is shaken when three of its employees commit suicide. One of the 

company's executives is chosen to prepare a report on the suicides; but not so much for workplace safety 

but to assist those at the upper echelons of the company to deal with the negative publicity. Directed by 

David David Canovas and stars Maribel Verdu and Carmelo Gomez.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2016 RPT MA a Y

2024-02-18 2835 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 

of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2004 RPT M a l Y

2024-02-19 0510
Action 

Adventure
Satellite Boy

Ten-year-old Pete lives with his grandfather in an old abandoned outdoor cinema in the desert. When the 

old drive-in is threatened with demolition by developers, Pete and a friend set off on an epic journey in the 

hopes of saving his home. Directed by Catriona McKenzie and stars David Dalaithngu, Cameron Wallaby and 

Joseph Pedley.

AUSTRALIA English-100 0 RPT PG a l Y

2024-02-19 0650 Drama The World's Fastest Indian

The story of New Zealander Burt Munro, who spent years rebuilding a 1920 Indian motorcycle, which helped 

him set the land speed world record at Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats in 1967. Directed by Roger Donaldson 

and stars Anthony Hopkins, Diane Ladd and Bruce Greenwood.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y Y

2024-02-19 0910 Comedy The Great Dictator

A Jewish barber loses his memory after a plane crash. When he finally tries to make sense of his 

surroundings he finds himself subjected to a dictator's tyranny. Charlie Chaplin gives a powerful and 

timeless performance in this satire about fascism. 

USA English-100 1940 RPT PG

2024-02-19 1125 Thriller The Cassandra Crossing

Terrorists have planted a deadly virus on a transcontinental train. On board are the glamorous Jennifer 

Chamberlain (Sophia Loren) and her ex-husband, Dr Jonathan Chamberlain (Richard Harris). To save Europe 

from a deadly epidemic, Colonel Stephen Mackenzie (Burt Lancaster) is called in to handle the crisis. He 

alone must decide whether to re-route the train over the unstable Cassandra Crossing - where it will plunge 

into oblivion.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1977 RPT M a v Y Y

2024-02-19 1350 Science Fiction The Final Countdown

A Pacific aircraft carrier enters a time warp and is transported from 1980 to 1941 - just before the attack on 

Pearl Harbor. The captain is forced to decide whether to strike at the approaching Japanese fleet and 

change the entire course of the World War II, or to keep history intact. Stars Kirk Douglas, Martin Sheen and 

Katherine Ross.

USA English-100 1980 RPT PG a l v Y



2024-02-19 1540 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to add some spice to her stale marriage by preparing a special 

lunch for her neglectful husband. Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), 

an irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to the next day's lunchbox, and 

thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan and Ila can talk about life without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
English-50; Hindi-

50
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2024-02-19 1740 Comedy The Taming Of The Shrew

In the 16th Century, Petruchio, a poverty-stricken gentleman from Verona, arrives in Padua intent on 

marrying Katharina, the shrewish daughter of wealthy Baptists. Before he can catch her (and her dowry), 

Kate leads him on a merry chase. But when his unwelcome tactics become more intense, Kate sets out to 

teach her presumptuous suitor a lesson. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, and Richard Burton.

ITALY English-100 1967 RPT PG

2024-02-19 1950 Mystery / Crime A Brighter Tomorrow
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

Thirty-something Mehdi is a safecracker. He and his mates are just trying to get by, but robbery isn't paying 

like it used to. Directed by Yassine Qnia, starring Soufiane Guerrab, Souheila Yacoub, Thibault Cathalifaud.
FRANCE French-100 2021 M a l v Y

2024-02-19 2130 Thriller Enforcement
WORST DAY EVER 

COLLECTION

Two police officers find themselves trapped in a maze of buildings by a mob of vengeful rioters after a 19-

year-old dies in custody. Directed and written by Frederik Louis Hviid and Anders Olholm, starring Jacob 

Lohmann, Simon Sears, Tarek Zayat.

DENMARK Danish-100 2020 MA l v Y

2024-02-19 2330 Drama The Burnt Orange Heresy

Charming and ambitious art critic, James Figueras, has fallen from grace. He spends his days in Milan 

lecturing witless tourists about art history. His only glimmer of hope is a new-found love interest, the 

enigmatic American, Berenice Hollis. An opportunity strikes when he is contacted by wealthy art dealer 

Joseph Cassidy who summons James to his villa on Lake Como and asks him to steal a painting from the 

legendary reclusive artist, Jerome Debney. Stars Mick Jagger, Donald Sutherland and Claes Bang.

ITALY English-100 2019 RPT MA s Y

2024-02-19 2520 Comedy Riders Of Justice

Markus, a recently-deployed military man, has to go home to his teenage daughter, Mathilde, when his wife 

dies in a train crash. All appears to be a tragic accident until a stranger, who was also a fellow passenger on 

the train, turns up and tries to convince Markus that the accident was actually a murder. Directed by Anders 

Thomas Jensen and stars Mads Mikkelsen, Nikolaj Lie Kaas and Andrea Heick Gadeberg.

DENMARK
Danish-50; English-

50
2020 RPT MA l v Y

2024-02-19 2730 Drama The Fabulous Baker Boys

Frank (Beau Bridges) and Jack Baker (Jeff Bridges) are brothers who have performed together in a small but 

successful piano act for years. However, their lack of ambition hurts them - they begin losing gigs, and are 

soon relegated to run-down venues. Attempting to infuse new life into their act, the brothers hire singer 

Susie Diamond (Michelle Pfeiffer). The new line-up brings success, but tensions mount as romance blossoms 

and one brother is left in the cold.

USA English-100 1989 RPT M l s Y Y

2024-02-20 0535 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 

of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.
AUSTRALIA

English-98; 

German-2
2005 RPT PG a Y

2024-02-20 0605 Comedy The Taming Of The Shrew

In the 16th Century, Petruchio, a poverty-stricken gentleman from Verona, arrives in Padua intent on 

marrying Katharina, the shrewish daughter of wealthy Baptists. Before he can catch her (and her dowry), 

Kate leads him on a merry chase. But when his unwelcome tactics become more intense, Kate sets out to 

teach her presumptuous suitor a lesson. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, and Richard Burton.

ITALY English-100 1967 RPT PG



2024-02-20 0820 Drama Ramen Shop

Masato, a young Ramen chef, leaves his hometown in Japan to embark on a culinary journey to Singapore to 

find out the truth about his past. He uncovers a lot more than family secrets and delicious recipes. Directed 

by Eric Khoo, and stars Takumi Sato and Jeanette Aw.

SINGAPORE

Mandarin-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2018 RPT PG a Y

2024-02-20 1000
Action 

Adventure
The Physician

In Persia in the 11th Century, a surgeon's apprentice disguises himself as a Jew to study at a school that 

does not admit Christians. Directed by Philipp Stolzl and stars Tom Payne, Stellan Skarsgard and Ben 

Kingsley.

GERMANY English-100 2013 RPT M a n s v Y

2024-02-20 1245 Drama Caesar Must Die
Inmates in a high-security prison prepare for a public performance of shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar'. Directed 

by Paolo and Vittorio Taviani, starring Salvatore Striano, Cosimo Rega, Giovanni Arcuri.
ITALY Italian-100 2012 RPT M a l Y

2024-02-20 1410 Drama The World's Fastest Indian

The story of New Zealander Burt Munro, who spent years rebuilding a 1920 Indian motorcycle, which helped 

him set the land speed world record at Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats in 1967. Directed by Roger Donaldson 

and stars Anthony Hopkins, Diane Ladd and Bruce Greenwood.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y Y

2024-02-20 1630 Comedy The 400 Blows

12-year-old Antoine Doinel is given extra homework as a severe punishment. It happens that he is unable to 

do it. Not daring to go back to school the next day, Antoine, together with his best friend Rene discovers the 

joys of playing truant. That afternoon, he stumble across his mother on the arm of a strange man.

FRANCE
French-80; English-

20
1959 RPT PG Y

2024-02-20 1825 Animation Tim Burton's Corpse Bride

Returning to the painstaking stop-motion animation he employed with amazing success in 'The Nightmare 

Before Christmas', Tim Burton presents a hair-raising legend based on a 19th-century Russian folktale, in 

which a young man mistakenly weds a corpse while on a two-day trek to the village of his real bride-to-be. It 

is up to the groom's flesh-and-blood fiancee, who has been pining for the arrival of her intended, to face her 

wraith-like rival.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a v Y

2024-02-20 1950 Comedy The Exchange
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

A socially awkward teen decides to import a mail-order best friend from France. Instead, he ends up with his 

personal nightmare: a cologne-soaked, chain-smoking, sex-obsessed youth who quickly becomes the hero of 

the community.

USA English-100 2021 M a l s Y

2024-02-20 2130 Horror
I Know What You Did Last 

Summer

WORST DAY EVER 

COLLECTION

In a seaside village, four teenagers share a terrible secret that comes back to haunt them before heading to 

college. Directed by Jim Gillespie, starring Jennifer Love Hewwitt, Sarah Michelle Gellar,
USA English-100 1997 MA h v 

2024-02-20 2325 Comedy Ghost World

A raw-edged comedy about teenagers Enid and Rebecca, who are out of sync with the world around them. 

As they edge toward the mystery of adulthood, they struggle to maintain their identity. Based on the 

underground comic book 'Ghost World'. Directed by Terry Zwigoff and stars Scarlett Johansson, Thora Birch 

and Steve Buscemi.

USA English-100 2001 RPT M a l s Y

2024-02-20 2530 Thriller Enforcement

Two police officers find themselves trapped in a maze of buildings by a mob of vengeful rioters after a 19-

year-old dies in custody. Directed and written by Frederik Louis Hviid and Anders Olholm, starring Jacob 

Lohmann, Simon Sears, Tarek Zayat.

DENMARK Danish-100 2020 RPT MA l v Y

2024-02-20 2730 Drama Clandestine Childhood

Argentina 1979. After years of exile, Juan and his family come back to Argentina under fake identities. Juan's 

parents and his uncle Beto are members of the Montoneros Organisation, which is fighting against the 

Military Junta that rules the country. Because of their political activities they are being tracked down 

relentlessly.

ARGENTINA
Portuguese-50; 

Spanish-50
2011 RPT M a l s v Y



2024-02-21 0535 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 

of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2005 RPT PG a Y

2024-02-21 0605 Comedy The 400 Blows

12-year-old Antoine Doinel is given extra homework as a severe punishment. It happens that he is unable to 

do it. Not daring to go back to school the next day, Antoine, together with his best friend Rene discovers the 

joys of playing truant. That afternoon, he stumble across his mother on the arm of a strange man.

FRANCE
French-80; English-

20
1959 RPT PG Y

2024-02-21 0800 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to add some spice to her stale marriage by preparing a special 

lunch for her neglectful husband. Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), 

an irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to the next day's lunchbox, and 

thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan and Ila can talk about life without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
English-50; Hindi-

50
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2024-02-21 1000 Mystery / Crime A Brighter Tomorrow
Thirty-something Mehdi is a safecracker. He and his mates are just trying to get by, but robbery isn't paying 

like it used to. Directed by Yassine Qnia, starring Soufiane Guerrab, Souheila Yacoub, Thibault Cathalifaud.
FRANCE French-100 2021 RPT M a l v Y

2024-02-21 1135
Action 

Adventure
White Squall

A true story about a group of troubled American teenage boys in the 1960s, who were taken to crew a 

school sailing ship for eight months. Their friendship is put to the ultimate test when a freak storm hits the 

boat in mid-ocean. Directed by Ridley Scott and stars Jeff Bridges, Caroline Goodall and John Savage.

USA English-100 1996 RPT M a l s v Y

2024-02-21 1355 Comedy The Taming Of The Shrew

In the 16th Century, Petruchio, a poverty-stricken gentleman from Verona, arrives in Padua intent on 

marrying Katharina, the shrewish daughter of wealthy Baptists. Before he can catch her (and her dowry), 

Kate leads him on a merry chase. But when his unwelcome tactics become more intense, Kate sets out to 

teach her presumptuous suitor a lesson. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, and Richard Burton.

ITALY English-100 1967 RPT PG

2024-02-21 1610 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a hit. Dickens 

relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in 

A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-02-21 1805 Family The Thief Lord

After their mother dies, two young brothers flee their wicked aunt and head for Venice. Living on the 

streets, they fall in with a group of child thieves and their charismatic young leader, Scipio. From the gang's 

hideout in an old movie theatre, the brothers and are drawn into a series of fantastic adventures that will 

leave them all changed forever. Stars Aaron Johnson and Jasper Harris.

LUXEMBOURG English-100 2006 RPT PG a h l v Y Y

2024-02-21 1955 Comedy Stand By Me

In a treehouse at the edge of Castle Rock, a small Oregon town, a budding 12-year-old writer named Gordie 

LaChance is about to begin an extraordinary trek into the heart of the northwestern forest. His best friend 

Vern has overheard his older brother and a friend talking about their discovery of a dead body in the woods. 

Hoping they can get credit for finding the body, Gordie sets off with insecure,  frightened Vern, tough guy 

Chris and daredevil Teddy on an adventure that becomes an odyssey of self-discovery.

USA English-100 1986 RPT M a l Y Y

2024-02-21 2130 Comedy Zola
Zola, a Detroit waitress, is seduced into a weekend of stripping in Florida for some quick cash, but the trip 

becomes a sleepless 48-hour odyssey involving a nefarious friend, her pimp and her idiot boyfriend.
USA English-100 2020 RPT MA a l n s v Y Y



2024-02-21 2305 Drama Shirley

Renowned horror writer Shirley Jackson is on the precipice of writing her masterpiece when the arrival of 

newlyweds upends her meticulous routine and heightens tensions in her already tempestuous relationship 

with her philandering husband. Directed by Josephine Decker and stars Elisabeth Moss, Odessa Young and 

Michael Stuhlbarg.

USA English-100 2020 RPT M a l n s Y

2024-02-21 2505 Romance Those Happy Years

A narcissistic artist finds his self-satisfied world turned upside down in the wake of a disastrous exhibition 

and his previously devoted wife's extra-marital inclinations. Directed by Daniele Luchetti, starring Micaela 

Ramazzotti, Kim Rossi Stuart, Martina Gedeck.

FRANCE
English-50; Italian-

50
2013 RPT M a l n s Y

2024-02-21 2705 Horror
I Know What You Did Last 

Summer

In a seaside village, four teenagers share a terrible secret that comes back to haunt them before heading to 

college. Directed by Jim Gillespie, starring Jennifer Love Hewwitt, Sarah Michelle Gellar,
USA English-100 1997 RPT MA h v 

2024-02-22 0500 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a hit. Dickens 

relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in 

A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-02-22 0655 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives. Stars Anh Doh, Angus 

Sampson and Lisa Saggers.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2024-02-22 0835 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix Vs 

Caesar

A madcap, big budget live-action version of the much-loved comic. Caesar himself decides to investigate a 

village in Gaul when they don't pay their taxes. Non-stop fun with an all-star cast. Directed by Claude Zidi 

and stars Gerard Depardieu and Roberto Benigni.

FRANCE French-100 1998 RPT PG Y

2024-02-22 1040 Drama Lean On Me

An arrogant and unorthodox teacher returns as principal to the idyllic high school from which he had earlier 

been fired to find it has become a den of drug abuse, gang violence, and urban despair. When he begins to 

help students, his successful but unorthodox methods lead to a clash with city officials that threatens to 

undo his efforts. Stars Morgan Freeman. 

USA English-100 1989 RPT M l v Y

2024-02-22 1240 Comedy The Exchange

A socially awkward teen decides to import a mail-order best friend from France. Instead, he ends up with his 

personal nightmare: a cologne-soaked, chain-smoking, sex-obsessed youth who quickly becomes the hero of 

the community.

USA English-100 2021 RPT M a l s Y

2024-02-22 1425 Comedy The 400 Blows

12-year-old Antoine Doinel is given extra homework as a severe punishment. It happens that he is unable to 

do it. Not daring to go back to school the next day, Antoine, together with his best friend Rene discovers the 

joys of playing truant. That afternoon, he stumble across his mother on the arm of a strange man.

FRANCE
French-80; English-

20
1959 RPT PG Y

2024-02-22 1615 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams are difficult to fulfil. To do so, 

Julien challenges his father to compete with him in the 'Ironman' triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes 

together in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through. Directed by Nils Tavernier and stars Fabien 

Heraud and Jacques Gamblin.

BULGARIA French-100 2013 RPT PG Y



2024-02-22 1755 Comedy Malcolm

Malcolm is a reclusive and brilliant inventor who takes in two new roommates to help pay rent after being 

fired from his job. When he discovers his new roommates lead a criminal lifestyle, he helps them plan and 

execute an elaborate bank-heist. Stars Colin Friels, Lindy Davis, and John Hargreaves. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 1986 RPT PG l s v Y

2024-02-22 1930 Drama The Railway Man

Eric Lomax, a former British army officer, discovers that the Japanese interpreter who tortured him as a 

POW during World War II is still alive. Eric and his new wife set out to confront the man who caused him so 

much pain. Directed by Jonathan Teplitzky and stars Colin Firth, Nicole Kidman and Stellan Skarsgård.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a v Y Y Y

2024-02-22 2140 Drama The Long Good Friday

Bob Hoskins leads a star-studded cast including Helen Mirren and a young Pierce Brosnan in one of the 

greatest British gangster films of all time. Setting the precedent for a wave of cult British cinema in the 

1980s, The Long Good Friday tells the story of East End crime overlord Harold Shand (Hoskins) as he 

attempts to bring prosperity to London's Docklands in time for a future Olympic Games.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1980 RPT MA a v Y

2024-02-22 2345 Horror Into The Labyrinth

When Samantha (Valentina Belle), a kidnapping victim, turns up alive after fifteen years in captivity, a 

profiler (Dustin Hoffman) and a private investigator (Toni Servillo) work together to hunt for the monster 

that kept her locked away for all those years. Directed by Donato Carrisi.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2019 RPT MA a v Y

2024-02-22 2610 Comedy Zola
Zola, a Detroit waitress, is seduced into a weekend of stripping in Florida for some quick cash, but the trip 

becomes a sleepless 48-hour odyssey involving a nefarious friend, her pimp and her idiot boyfriend.
USA English-100 2020 RPT MA a l n s v Y Y

2024-02-22 2740 Comedy Stand By Me

In a treehouse at the edge of Castle Rock, a small Oregon town, a budding 12-year-old writer named Gordie 

LaChance is about to begin an extraordinary trek into the heart of the northwestern forest. His best friend 

Vern has overheard his older brother and a friend talking about their discovery of a dead body in the woods. 

Hoping they can get credit for finding the body, Gordie sets off with insecure,  frightened Vern, tough guy 

Chris and daredevil Teddy on an adventure that becomes an odyssey of self-discovery.

USA English-100 1986 RPT M a l Y Y

2024-02-23 0520 Comedy Malcolm

Malcolm is a reclusive and brilliant inventor who takes in two new roommates to help pay rent after being 

fired from his job. When he discovers his new roommates lead a criminal lifestyle, he helps them plan and 

execute an elaborate bank-heist. Stars Colin Friels, Lindy Davis, and John Hargreaves. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 1986 RPT PG l s v Y

2024-02-23 0655 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams are difficult to fulfil. To do so, 

Julien challenges his father to compete with him in the 'Ironman' triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes 

together in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through. Directed by Nils Tavernier and stars Fabien 

Heraud and Jacques Gamblin.

BULGARIA French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2024-02-23 0835 Family The Thief Lord

After their mother dies, two young brothers flee their wicked aunt and head for Venice. Living on the 

streets, they fall in with a group of child thieves and their charismatic young leader, Scipio. From the gang's 

hideout in an old movie theatre, the brothers and are drawn into a series of fantastic adventures that will 

leave them all changed forever. Stars Aaron Johnson and Jasper Harris.

LUXEMBOURG English-100 2006 RPT PG a h l v Y Y

2024-02-23 1025 Drama Shirley

Renowned horror writer Shirley Jackson is on the precipice of writing her masterpiece when the arrival of 

newlyweds upends her meticulous routine and heightens tensions in her already tempestuous relationship 

with her philandering husband. Directed by Josephine Decker and stars Elisabeth Moss, Odessa Young and 

Michael Stuhlbarg.

USA English-100 2020 RPT M a l n s Y



2024-02-23 1225 Comedy Stand By Me

In a treehouse at the edge of Castle Rock, a small Oregon town, a budding 12-year-old writer named Gordie 

LaChance is about to begin an extraordinary trek into the heart of the northwestern forest. His best friend 

Vern has overheard his older brother and a friend talking about their discovery of a dead body in the woods. 

Hoping they can get credit for finding the body, Gordie sets off with insecure,  frightened Vern, tough guy 

Chris and daredevil Teddy on an adventure that becomes an odyssey of self-discovery.

USA English-100 1986 RPT M a l Y Y

2024-02-23 1400 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a hit. Dickens 

relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in 

A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v Y

2024-02-23 1555 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives. Stars Anh Doh, Angus 

Sampson and Lisa Saggers.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2024-02-23 1735 Drama Leave No Trace

A teenage girl and her father have lived undetected for years in Forest Park, a vast forest on the edge of 

Portland, Oregon. A chance encounter leads to their discovery and removal from the park and into the 

charge of a social service agency. They try to adapt to their new surroundings, until a sudden decision sets 

them on a perilous journey into the wilderness seeking complete independence. Stars Ben Foster and 

Thomasin Harcourt McKenzie.

CANADA English-100 2018 RPT PG Y Y

2024-02-23 1935 Mystery / Crime Glengarry Glen Ross
SBS WORLD MOVIES 

PREMIERE

Underhanded real estate salesmen sink to varying levels of deceit in order to sell their dubious properties. 

Directed by James Foley, starring Al Pacino, Jack Lemmon, Alec Baldwin.
USA English-100 1992 M l s 

2024-02-23 2130 Mystery / Crime Reservoir Dogs

Six very different criminals have been brought together by mob boss Joe Cabot in order to carry out a 

seemingly foolproof heist. However, when the police show up suspiciously quickly and one of the gang is 

killed they realize there must be a rat amongst them, so after racing back to the warehouse that acts as 

their headquarters they attempt to work out who it is. Directed by Quentin Tarantino, starring Harvey 

Keitel, Tim Roth, Michael Madsen.

USA English-100 1992 RPT MA a l v Y Y

2024-02-23 2325 Drama The Wolf Of Wall Street

Based on Jordan Belfort's autobiography, from his rise to a wealthy stock-broker living the high life to his 

involvement in crime. Ultimately, his downfall is brought about when he refuses to cooperate in a large 

securities fraud case involving corruption on Wall Street, corporate banking world and mob infiltration. 

Directed by Martin Scorsese and stars Leonardo DiCaprio, Jonah Hill, Margot Robbie and Matthew 

McConaughey.

USA
English-90; Spanish-

10
2013 RPT MA d l s Y

2024-02-23 2635 Drama The Long Good Friday

Bob Hoskins leads a star-studded cast including Helen Mirren and a young Pierce Brosnan in one of the 

greatest British gangster films of all time. Setting the precedent for a wave of cult British cinema in the 

1980s, The Long Good Friday tells the story of East End crime overlord Harold Shand (Hoskins) as he 

attempts to bring prosperity to London's Docklands in time for a future Olympic Games.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1980 RPT MA a v Y

2024-02-23 2840 Magazine The Movie Show
Megan Spencer, Jaimie Leonarder and Fenella Kernebone present reviews, interviews and an insider's view 

of the world of movies, while Marc Fennell reviews new-release DVDs.
AUSTRALIA

English-92; French-

8
2005 RPT M v Y

2024-02-24 0515 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix Vs 

Caesar

A madcap, big budget live-action version of the much-loved comic. Caesar himself decides to investigate a 

village in Gaul when they don't pay their taxes. Non-stop fun with an all-star cast. Directed by Claude Zidi 

and stars Gerard Depardieu and Roberto Benigni.

FRANCE French-100 1998 RPT PG Y



2024-02-24 0720 Drama Leave No Trace

A teenage girl and her father have lived undetected for years in Forest Park, a vast forest on the edge of 

Portland, Oregon. A chance encounter leads to their discovery and removal from the park and into the 

charge of a social service agency. They try to adapt to their new surroundings, until a sudden decision sets 

them on a perilous journey into the wilderness seeking complete independence. Stars Ben Foster and 

Thomasin Harcourt McKenzie.

CANADA English-100 2018 RPT PG Y Y

2024-02-24 0920 Animation Tim Burton's Corpse Bride

Returning to the painstaking stop-motion animation he employed with amazing success in 'The Nightmare 

Before Christmas', Tim Burton presents a hair-raising legend based on a 19th-century Russian folktale, in 

which a young man mistakenly weds a corpse while on a two-day trek to the village of his real bride-to-be. It 

is up to the groom's flesh-and-blood fiancee, who has been pining for the arrival of her intended, to face her 

wraith-like rival.

USA English-100 2005 RPT PG a v Y

2024-02-24 1045 Drama After Love

Set in the port town of Dover, Mary Hussain suddenly finds herself a widow following the unexpected death 

of her husband. A day after the burial, she discovers he has a secret just twenty-one miles across the English 

Channel in Calais. Winner of the Gan Foundation Award at Cannes in 2020. Directed by Aleem Khan and 

stars Joanna Scanlon, Nathalie Richard and Talid Ariss.

FRANCE

English-48; French-

35; Arabic-15; Urdu-

2

2020 RPT M a l Y

2024-02-24 1225 Drama The Railway Man

Eric Lomax, a former British army officer, discovers that the Japanese interpreter who tortured him as a 

POW during World War II is still alive. Eric and his new wife set out to confront the man who caused him so 

much pain. Directed by Jonathan Teplitzky and stars Colin Firth, Nicole Kidman and Stellan Skarsgård.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a v Y Y Y

2024-02-24 1435 Comedy Malcolm

Malcolm is a reclusive and brilliant inventor who takes in two new roommates to help pay rent after being 

fired from his job. When he discovers his new roommates lead a criminal lifestyle, he helps them plan and 

execute an elaborate bank-heist. Stars Colin Friels, Lindy Davis, and John Hargreaves. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 1986 RPT PG l s v Y

2024-02-24 1610 Animation Steamboy

In 1860s Britain, a boy inventor finds himself caught in the middle of a deadly conflict over a revolutionary 

advance in steam power. The most expensive Japanese animation film made at the time, from famed manga 

writer-director Katsuhiro Otomo. Voiced by Patrick Stewart, Anna Paquin and Alfred Molina.

JAPAN English-100 2005 RPT PG

2024-02-24 1830 Thriller The Ipcress File

In London, a counter espionage agent deals with his own bureaucracy while investigating the kidnapping 

and brainwashing of British scientists. Directed by Sidney J. Furie, starring Michael Caine, Nigel Green, Guy 

Doleman.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1965 RPT PG v 

2024-02-24 2030 Biography Donnie Brasco

Based on a true story, Donnie Brasco stars Johnny Depp as undercover FBI agent Joe Pistone, who leaves his 

wife (Anne Heche) and family to infiltrate the mob as the 'jewel man' Donnie Brasco. Donnie maneuvers his 

way into the confidence of Lefty Ruggiero (Al Pacino), an aging hitman who never made it to the big time 

and sees a new future for himself with this smart young thief. Lefty enlists Donnie as his protégé, but Lefty's 

friendship and loyalty make it hard for Donnie to distance himself emotionally. As Donnie moves deeper 

into the Mafia, he realises he's not only crossing the line between federal agent and criminal, but also 

leading his friend to an almost certain death sentence. In this dangerous duel between family, FBI and a 

fierce but unwanted friendship, Donnie's loyalties are put to the ultimate test.

USA English-100 1997 RPT MA v Y

2024-02-24 2250 Drama Room In Rome

When Alba seduces Natasha in a bar, the two women agree to limit their passionate affair to a one-night 

encounter. However, as they begin to slowly reveal their true selves to each other, their lust is met with 

deeper emotions that open the door for what evolves into a poignant character study. Nominated for four 

Spanish Goya Awards in 2011. Stars Elena Anaya, Natasha Yarovenko and Enrico Lo Verso.

SPAIN
English-50; Spanish-

50
2010 RPT MA a n s Y Y



2024-02-24 2450 Drama Silver Linings Playbook

After losing his job and wife, Pat spends some time in a mental institution before moving in with his 

parents. He wants to rebuild his life and reunite with his wife, but his parents would be happy if he just 

shared their obsession with the Philadelphia Eagles. Things get complicated when Pat meets Tiffany, who 

offers to help him reconnect with his wife. Stars Bradley Cooper and Jennifer Lawrence.

USA English-100 2012 RPT M a l n s v Y

2024-02-24 2710 Mystery / Crime Reservoir Dogs

Six very different criminals have been brought together by mob boss Joe Cabot in order to carry out a 

seemingly foolproof heist. However, when the police show up suspiciously quickly and one of the gang is 

killed they realize there must be a rat amongst them, so after racing back to the warehouse that acts as 

their headquarters they attempt to work out who it is. Directed by Quentin Tarantino, starring Harvey 

Keitel, Tim Roth, Michael Madsen.

USA English-100 1992 RPT MA a l v Y Y


